Background
Introduction and Background
Support Vector Machines [1] are discriminators that use structural risk minimization to find a decision hyperplane with a maximum margin between separate groupings of feature vectors. When SVMs were created in 1995, a quadratic programming algorithm was used [2] . This was slow and only small datasets could be run with them. In 1998, Platt created sequential minimal optimization (SMO), which is an algorithm that uses Lagrange multipliers to bypass having to use a quadratic algorithm [3] . The SMO SVM iterates through the dataset comparing and updating the Lagrange multipliers (alphas) two at a time. This simplification into smaller steps provides a significant increase in speed. This did much to advance the feasibility and ease-of-use of SVM classifiers. There has still been the key constraint, however, of computing the kernel matrix corresponding to the training data. In the Background sections that follow we introduce (i) the standard binary SVM; (ii) kernel variants; (iii) alpha-selection-variants (including simple chunking); and (iv) previous work with a multiclass SVM formulation. The work with the multiclass formulation is included because it demonstrates the importance of managing and tracking SV's (and other feature vector categories) during the learning process. The importance of tracking the SV's during the learning process will be revisited in the distributed learning results presented in the Results section..
Binary Support Vector Machines
In the binary SVM implementation described in what follows we follow the notation and conventions used previously [4] . Feature vectors are denoted by x ik , where index i labels the feature vectors (1 = i = M) and index k labels the N feature vector components (1 = k = N). For the binary SVM, labeling of training data is done using label variable y i = ±1 (with sign according to whether the training instance was from the positive or negative class). For hyperplane separability, elements of the training set must satisfy the following conditions: w ß x iß -b = +1 for i such that y i = +1, and w ß x iß -b = -1 for y i = -1, for some values of the coefficients w 1 ,..., w N , and b (using the convention of implied sum on repeated Greek indices). This can be written more concisely as: y i (w ß x iß -b) -1 = 0. Data points that satisfy the equality in the above are known as "support vectors" (or "active constraints").
Once training is complete, discrimination is based solely on position relative to the discriminating hyperplane: w ß x iß -b = 0. The boundary hyperplanes on the two classes of data are separated by a distance 2/w, known as the "margin," where w 2 = w ß w ß . By increasing the margin between the separated data as much as possible the optimal separating hyperplane is obtained. In the usual SVM formulation, the goal to maximize w -1 is restated as the goal to minimize w there is a constraint violation, and a i ? 8 . If absolute separability is possible, the last case will eventually be eliminated for all a i , otherwise it is natural to limit the size of a i by some constant upper bound, i.e., max(a i ) = C, for all i. This is equivalent to another set of inequality constraints with a i = C. Introducing sets of Lagrange multipliers, ? ? and µ ? (1 = ? = M), to achieve this, the Lagrangian becomes: 
where only the variations that maximize in terms of the a ? remain (known as the Wolfe Transformation). In this form the computational task can be greatly simplified. By introducing an expression for the discriminating hyperplane: f i = w ß x iß -b = a ? y ? x ?ß x iß -b, the variational solution for L( a) reduces to the following set of relations (known as the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker, or KKT, relations):
(i) a i = 0 , y i f i = 1 (ii) 0 < a i < C , y i f i = 1 (iii) a i = C , y i f i = 1 When the KKT relations are satisfied for all of the a ? (with a ? y ? = 0 maintained) the solution is achieved. The constraint a ? y ? = 0 is satisfied for the initial choice of multipliers by setting the a's associated with the positive training instances to 1/N(+) and the a's associated with the negatives to 1/N(-), where N(+) is the number of positives and N(-) is the number of negatives. Once the Wolfe transformation is performed it is apparent that the training data (support vectors in particular, KKT class (ii) above) enter into the Lagrangian solely via the inner product x iß x jß . Likewise, the discriminator f i , and KKT relations, are also dependent on the data solely via the x iß x jß inner product.
Generalization of the SVM formulation to data-dependent inner products other than x iß x jß are possible and are usually formulated in terms of the family of symmetric positive definite functions (reproducing kernels) satisfying Mercer's conditions [1] .
The SVM discriminators are trained by solving their KKT relations using the SMO procedure of [5] . The method described here follows the description of [5] and begins by selecting a pair of Lagrange multipliers, {a 1 ,a 2 }, where at least one of the multipliers has a violation of its associated KKT relations. For simplicity it is assumed in what follows that the multipliers selected are those associated with the first and second feature vectors: {x 1 ,x 2 }. The SMO procedure then "freezes" variations in all but the two selected Lagrange multipliers, permitting much of the computation to be circumvented by use of analytical reductions :   2  2  2  1  1  1   12  2  1  2  1  22   2  2  11   2  1  2  1  3  '  2  1 2 )
with ß',?' = 3, and where K ij = K(x i , x j ), and v i = a ß' y ß' K iß' with ß' = 3. Due to the constraint a ß y ß = 0, we have the relation: a 1 + sa 2 = -?, where ? = y 1 a ß' y ß' with ß' = 3 and s = y 1 y 2 . Substituting the constraint to eliminate references to a 1 , and performing the variation on a 2 : ?L (a 2 ; a ß' = 3)/?a 2 = (1 -s) + ?a 2 + s?(K 11 -K 22 ) + sy 1 v 1 -y 2 v 2 , where ? = (2K 12 -K 11 -K 22 ). Since v i can be rewritten as v i = w ß x iß -a 1 y 1 K i1 -a 2 y 2 K i2 , the variational maximum ?L (a 2 ; a ß' = 3)/?a2 = 0 leads to the following update rule:
Once a 2 new is obtained, the constraint a 2 new = C must be re-verified in conjunction with the a ß y ß = 0 constraint. If the L (a 2 ;a ß' = 3) maximization leads to a a 2 new that grows too large, the new a 2 must be "clipped" to the maximum value satisfying the constraints. For example, if y 1 ? y 2 , then increases in a 2 are matched by increases in a 1 . So, depending on whether a 2 or a 1 is nearer its maximum of C, we have max (a 2 ) = argmin{a 2 + (C -a 2 ) ; a 2 + (C -a 1 )}. Similar arguments provide the following boundary conditions: (i) if s = -1, max(a 2 ) = argmin{a 2 ; C + a 2 -a 1 }, and min(a 2 ) = argmax{0 ; a 2 -a 1 }, and (ii) if s = +1, max(a 2 ) = argmin{C ; a 2 + a 1 }, and min(a 2 ) = argmax{0 ; a 2 + a 1 and this works well much of the time. Alternatively, Keerthi [6] has devised an alternate formulation without this weakness, as have Crammer and Singer [7] , with the latter described in the multiclass SVM section. Perhaps just as good as any exact solution for 'b' in the double-clipped scenario is to manage this special case by rejecting the update and picking a new pair of alphas to update (in this way only unique 'b' updates are made). Alpha-selection variants are briefly discussed in the Section after next.
Kernel Variants
The SVM Kernels of interest are "regularized" distances or divergences, where they are regularized if in the form of an exponential with argument the negative of some distancemeasure squared (d 2 (x,y)) or symmetrized divergence measure (D(x,y)), the former if using a geometric heuristic for comparison of feature vectors, the latter if using a distributional heuristic. The Gaussian and Absdiff kernels are regularized distances in the form of an exponential distance measure (d ) and Sentropic (D(x,y) = D(x||y) + D(y||x)) Kernels [4] tend to work better with all of the datasets considered here and in other tests not shown. The Sentropic kernel is based on a regularized information divergence (D(x,y)) instead of a geometric distance.
Alpha-selection Variants and previous Chunking efforts
The SVM algorithm variants are only briefly described here. In the standard Platt SMO algorithm, η=2*K12-K11-K22, and speedup variations are described to avoid calculation of this value entirely. A middle ground is sought with the following definition "η =2*K12-2; If (η >=0) { η = -1;}" (in [4] , where underflow handling and other details differ slightly).
SVM chunking provides an alternative method to running a typical SVM on a dataset by breaking up the training data and running the SVM on smaller chunks of data. In the chunking process feature vectors associated with strong data points are retained from chunk to chunk, while weak data points are discarded. See Methods for specifics on the chunking methods employed here.
Zanghirati and Zanni [8] developed the variable projection method (VPM) for training SVMs in parallel. This method is based off of Joachim's SVM light decomposition techniques [9] which delve further into the inner workings of the SMO algorithm [3, 5] . First, the feature vector indices are divided into two categories, the free and fixed sets based upon their alphas (Lagrange multipliers). The free set represents the KKT violators which need to be further optimized while the fixed set is the alphas that already fulfill the KKT equations. An alpha variable from each set is used to solve each quadratic sub problem in order to optimize the free set alphas until convergence. VPM provides a parallel solution to computing the kernel matrix which is the most memory intensive part of the SVM. The kernel calculations are spread among several processing elements and the rows of the matrix are spread and usually duplicated across the memory of those processing elements. Since the rows are duplicated, they must be synchronized after each local computation. VPM is implemented using standard C and MPI communication routines.
Hans Peter Graf et al. [10] developed the Cascade SVM to parallelize SVMs. This method begins by breaking the large dataset into chunks. The SVM is run on each separate chunk in the first layer. When the SVMs have all converged, new chunks are created from the resulting support vectors from the pairs of first layer chunks which make up the second layer of chunks. This occurs until a final chunk is reached. The final set of support vectors is then fed back into each first layer chunk. If further optimization is possible and needed, the entire process is rerun until the global optimum is met. This method seems intuitive, but after testing we have found that passing 100% of support vectors down to the next set of chunks, without also passing non support vectors or using the SVR method, typically results in systematic convergence failure (with the various 150-component DNA feature datasets examined). The data run never finishes, in other words, since it cannot sufficiently reduce the support vectors to converge (see Fig. 1 ). The weakness of the method, not apparent at first sight, is not simply that the SVs from different chunks might be sufficiently different to pose complications. The added subtlety is to prevent the accumulation of outliers during the distributed learning/merging of the SVM with chunking.
Multiclass SVM Methods
Training speedup with large multiclass datasets has been explored in prior work [4] . In those efforts it was found that sometimes convergence itself can be weak purely because time is repeatedly wasted on alpha updates that don't reduce the penalty set (the set of alphas at the max alpha boundary). This result foreshadows developments on SV handling presented in the Results, so it is described in sufficient detail to see how penalty set members are discerned and decisions made accordingly.
SVM-external Multiclass: Binary SVM Decision Tree
The SVM binary discriminator offers high performance and is very robust in the presence of noise. This allows a variety of reductionist multiclass approaches, where each reduction is a binary classification (for classifying cards by suit, maybe classify as red or black first, then as heart or diamond for red and spade or club for black, for example). The SVM Decision Tree is one such approach used extensively with the datasets examined [11] , and a collection of them (a SVM Decision Forest) can be used to avoid problems with throughput biasing. Alternatively, the variational formalism can be modified to perform a multi-hyperplane optimization situation for a direct multiclass solution [7, 12, 13] , as is described next.
SVM-Internal Multiclass: Multi-hyperplane Optimization
In [4] we make use of a variant of a formulation by Crammer & Singer [7] , where there are 'k' classes and hence 'k' linear decision functions -a description of their approach is given first briefly. For a given input 'x', the output vector corresponds to the output from each of these decision functions Where K ij = x i .x j is the Kernel generalization. further details on solving the multiclass system are given in [4] . For our purposes here, however, the last formulation of the problem suffices to describe the categories of KKT violators as SV or boundary support vector (BSV).
SVM-Internal Speedup via differentiating BSVs and SVs
Since the algorithm by Crammer & Singer [7] does not differentiate between SV and BSV, a lot of time is spent in trying to adjust the weights of the BSV i.e. weak data. We briefly examine this in [4] , where the modification to the algorithm is shown below. Once the BSV's are identified (as specified by Case III conditions), their weights are no longer adjusted. This results in faster convergence without sacrificing accuracy. 
Results
Four sets of experimental Results are presented. The first two sets concern the optimal performance/learning-rate configurations for feature vector passing ("pass-tuning"), where the SVM training is performed using chunking with different learning topologies (sequential, partially-sequential distributed). The experiments are: (1) SV/non-SV passtuning on binary subsets of {9AT,9TA,9CG,9GC,8GC}; and, (2) SV/non-SV pass-tuning for binary classification of (9AT,9TA) vs (9CG,9GC).
There appear to be minor instabilities when learning on distributed topologies, and there are a couple of new approaches that appear to be robust in addressing these instabilities. In turn, this allows the hopes of a distributed speedup to be directly realized. One of those new approaches is a post-processing phase, after all KKT violators have been eliminated, during which SV alpha's near the boundaries are coerced to their boundary sets (i.e., to the polarization set at alpha=0 or the penalty set at alpha=C). This is the subject of the third section: (3) Support Vector Reduction (SVR). The fourth and last section of the Results shows the combined operation of various methods for comparative purposes, and indicates that robust distributed SVM learning may be possible: (4) Distributed SVM with pass-tuning and SVR.
SV/non-SV pass-tuning on binary subsets of {9AT,9TA,9CG,9GC,8GC}: an outliermanagement chunking heuristic
For DNA hairpin feature vector datasets, our observations have shown the best kernels to be the Gaussian, Absdiff, and Sentropic kernels (see Background). Of the three kernels indicated, Absdiff and Sentropic produce similar results when measuring accuracy as the average of the Sensitivity (SN) and Specificity (SP), typically significantly outperforming the third best kernel, Gaussian. The Gaussian kernel, on the other hand, is the best performing of the three at keeping the growth in chunk-size as small as possible.
Sequential chunking is a simple form of chunking which is not multi-threaded. This method runs the SVM on the first chunk, and then sends the support feature vectors (SVs) and sometimes non-SVs to be added onto the training data for the next chunk. This continues until the final chunk has been run. When using sequential chunking, feature vector passing can be difficult since passing too many features on to the next chunk can result in training datasets that are too large in the later chunks in the process. For the sequential chunking method, the accuracy of Absdiff (0.898) is shown in Table 1 . Sentropic (0.891) produces similar results (see Table A1 in Additional file 1). Gaussian has accuracy 0.864 (see Table A2 in Additional file 2). In these data runs, 100% of the support vector set was passed to the next set of chunks (see Methods). The chunking parameters indicated for the table represent the best accuracy for the given chunking method, and all of the parameter selections are verified for stability (in that minor changes of parameter do not strongly alter classifier accuracy).
For the multi-threaded chunking method, the average accuracy of Sentropic is best (0.855) (see Table 2 ). Absdiff (0.854) is very similar in performance, and is shown in Table A3 in Additional file 3. Gaussian has average accuracy 0.833 (and is shown in Table A4 in Additional file 4). In these data runs, 30% of the support vector set was passed to the next set of chunks. If 100% SV-passing is attempted there is typically failure to converge. As with the sequential Results, these chunking parameters chosen represent the best accuracy for the given chunking method, and all of the parameter selections are verified for stability.
The SVs in the final distributed chunk with Gaussian kernel have an average 78% reduction from the original data-set to final chunk SV decision-set, while the Sentropic kernel has a 72% reduction. The SV number in the final sequential chunk had a 22.5% reduction for the Absdiff kernel in the sequential setting, compared with a 44.3% reduction for the Gaussian kernel. So the improved accuracy of the Absdiff and Sentropic kernels, over the standard Gaussian kernels, comes at a minor cost in computational time in the distributed-chunking setting, while it can involve significantly more time in the sequential-chunking setting.
From tuning over the number of SVs to pass, we find that sequential learning topologies strongly benefit from 100% SV passing, whereas distributed learning topologies have a non-optimality at 100% SV passing (and is prone to non-convergence to a solution -see Fig. 1 ), while 30% SV-passing performs as well and with greater stability. There are a variety of ways to deal with the distributed learning instabilities found with passing 'base' SV's, including the solution of pipelining the learning process to always have SV's merge into an untrained chunk to avoid outlier accumulation (and gridlock) in the learning process. In the Discussion we suggest that the low SV-passing percentage that is found to work in distributed chunking might fundamentally be an issue of outlier control during distributed learning.
SV/non-SV pass-tuning on (9AT,9TA) vs (9CG,9GC): an outlier-management chunking heuristic
For the DNA hairpin datasets considered in the previous section, and considered here on a larger dataset, we find that the ideal chunking parameter for sequential chunking is 100% of the support vector set. This produced the best accuracy (0.855) with stable conditions (see Fig. 2 ). Table 3 displays a sample run and the size of each chunk as the algorithm progresses through the chunks. Table 3 also shows the feature vector set composition of each chunk.
For the DNA hairpin datasets considered in the previous section, and considered here on a larger dataset, results have shown that the ideal chunking parameter for distributed chunking can be as low as 30% of the support vector set. This produced the best accuracy (0.83) with stable conditions (see Fig. 3 ).
For the data runs shown in Table 3 & 4, where 100% of the support vector set and 50% of the polarization set were passed for the sequential chunking method Table 3 ) and 80% of the support vector set and 60% of the polarization set were passed for the multithreaded chunking method (Table 4) . These chunking parameters were chosen since they produce a similar accuracy when compared to the parameters discussed above. Most notably, only 30% SV-passing was needed for multi-threaded -while here we proceed with using 80% SV-passing. This is done since as no weakening of performance or convergence instabilities are observed, and so as to have a more challenging chunkgrowth problem to manage in our analysis that follows.
Support Vector Reduction
Support Vector Reduction (SVR) is a process that is run right after the SVM learning step is complete. Instead of going on to merge subsets of feature vectors or to test data against known results, the idea is to further reduce the support vector set. One way to do this is to coerce some alphas to zero which means they would now fall into the polarization set. This process is described further in the Methods. Figure 4 shows the results of the SVR method on the non-chunking SMO SVM. For this dataset, 0.19 was found to be the best cut off value since it retains accuracy while reducing the support vectors. For the 9GC9CG_9AT9TA dataset, 140 support vectors (10.5% of total) were dropped without affecting the accuracy.
SVR-enabled data runs using sequential chunking methods ( Figure A1 in Additional file 9) and multi-threaded chunking methods ( Figure A2 in Additional file 10) show similar results. The chunking results tend to be noisier since the SVM algorithm makes some approximations, thus the hyperplane will not be exactly the same for every data run and this behavior is amplified in the chunking methods. Nonetheless, the SVR method cuts down on support vectors and decreases testing time. For sequential chunking ( Figure A1 in Additional file 9), an alpha cut-off value of 0.25 caused 87 support vectors (7.2%) to be dropped without affecting accuracy. For multi-threaded chunking ( Figure A2 in Additional file 10), an alpha cut-off value of 0.22 dropped 26 support vectors (6.2%) while retaining accuracy.
Distributed SVM with pass-tuning and SVR

Multi-threaded Chunking
The multi-threaded chunking method simultaneously runs the chunks using multiple threads. Once all of the threaded chunks are finished training, the chunk results are collected into an array. The same user defined percentages of feature vector sets are used here except this time those percentages of feature vectors are extracted from each chunk. All of the chosen feature vectors to be passed are stored together then re-chunked if the current data set is large enough to be chunked again. Re-chunking occurs when the data set is greater than or equal to twice the specified chunk size. If this is not the case, the final chunk is run alone to get the final result. The main use of the multi-threaded chunking method is with a single computer with multiple processors/cores. Results are shown in Table 5 .
Multi-threaded Distributed Chunking
The multi-threaded distributed chunking implementation is a multi-server/multi-CPU (core) version of the previous multi-threaded chunking method. Java RMI is used to handle the remote calls between the client and servers. The client program runs multithreaded remote calls to a user specified set of servers (round robin). Each server and the client machine have an SVM Server listening. When the client program runs, a chunk is passed to each available processor/core in the network until all or as many as possible are training simultaneously. As the chunks finish, the results are passed back to the client. Each "chunk level" may take multiple batches depending on the chunk size and amount of processors/cores available. The final chunk is largest so the client program should be processed on the machine with the most computing power. This not only speeds up the final chunk but allowing larger chunks should produce better final results. The main benefit of this method is a significant decrease in run time for large datasets. As shown below in Table 5 , multi-threaded distributed chunking performs almost as well as nonchunked learning. Network overhead causes it to be slightly slower than the single-server multi-threaded chunking method. With extremely large datasets (i.e. 60,000 feature vectors and larger), the multi-threaded and distributed method is shown to fill a critical need.
Discussion and Conclusion
Support Vector Machines are extremely useful for classifying data and therefore dominate over other methods in a variety of fields and applications. Since the main weakness of SVMs is the long training time when running large datasets it is only natural to develop multi-threaded distributed SVM training methods, especially since multiple cores/processors are becoming commonplace, each with a steadily growing capacity for RAM.
An overall comparison of the SVM methods explained here can be found in Table 5 (above). Sequential chunking has the benefit of holding onto accuracy when compared to running the straight SVM (SMO) but the run times can be higher since the method does not run in parallel. Multi-threaded chunking has a significant run time performance improvement, which is further improved when employing the SVR method. The multithreaded aspect allows training of extremely large datasets which may not be possible using sequential chunking. Additionally, using the multi-threaded distributed method allows users to add machines to make the algorithm train even faster. This aspect makes the size of the dataset no longer as significant a limitation in SVM training, which opens up many possibilities for the practical use of SVM methods in SVM-intensive applications, such as SVM-based clustering [4] .
Methods
Chunking Protocols
Chunking becomes a necessity when classifying large datasets. The number and size of the chunks depends on the size of the dataset to be trained. In the Java implementation used here, the user specifies the size of each chunk and the chunks are broken up accordingly. If the chunks don't divide evenly, which is the case most of the time, the few remaining feature vectors are added to the last chunk. When training on the chunk is complete, the resulting trained feature vectors split into distinct sets (support vectors, polarization set, penalty set, and KKT violator). If the SVM learning is done well, the largest set consists of the support and polarization feature vectors. The polarization set consists of the feature vectors that have been properly classified. These feature vectors pass the KKT relations and have an alpha coefficient equal to zero. The penalty set consists of the feature vectors which pass the KKT relations and have alpha coefficients equal to C (the max value). The KKT violators make up another set consisting of feature vectors that violate one of the KKT relations. (The KKT violator set is usually zero at the end of the training process, unless some minimal number of violators is allowed upon learning completion.). These sets give the user different categories of feature vectors that they can pass to the next chunk(s). To keep the SVM converging to a better solution on the next chunk run, however, support vectors (and sometimes some of the polarization set) are passed to the next chunk(s). The optimal pass-percentages of each feature vector set depend on which kernel is used and the dataset.
There are different methods of extracting the feature vectors from the different sets. The specified percentages of feature vectors are pseudo-randomly chosen from each of the sets except for one. The support feature vectors extraction method differs since it extracts the support vectors that are nearest to the decision hyperplane. We choose feature vectors whose scores are closer to the hyperplane in order to pass a tighter hyperplane on to the next chunk(s), and manage accumulation of outliers.
The chunk learning topology used in our distributed approach is slightly different from the Binary Tree splitting described in the Cascade SVM presented in [10] . As discussed above, the large dataset is broken into smaller chunks and the SVM is run on each separate chunk. Instead of bringing the results of paired chunks together, all chunk results are brought together and re-chunked as occurred in the first layer. This process occurs until the final chunk is calculated which gives the trained result. At each training stage, the user has the option to tune the percentage of support vectors and non support vectors to pass to the next set of chunks. Additionally, passed support vectors can be chosen to satisfy some max value (approx. C/10 in cases examined) to produce a tighter hyperplane to better distinguish the polarization sets and eliminate outliers. We also incorporate SVR post-processing in some of the dataruns (method below), where SVR runs as part of the core SVM learning task on each chunk. It uses a user-defined alpha cutoff value for further tuning and can significantly reduce the number of support vectors passed to the next set of chunks (with bias towards elimination of outliers and the large non-boundary alphas). These additional steps reduce the size of the chunks, thus making the algorithm run faster without loss of accuracy. The SVR post-processing also appears to offer similar immunity to the convergence pathology (noted previously for 100% SV passing on distributed learning topologies).
SVR Method
Support Vector Reduction (SVR) is a process that is run right after the SVM learning step is complete. Instead of going on to testing data against the training results to get accuracy, we further reduce the support vector set. One way to do this is to coerce some alphas to zero which means they would now fall into the polarization set. Converting the smaller alphas to zeros makes the most sense since a larger alpha indicates that the data point is stronger towards its grouping (polarized sign). This is done using a user-defined alpha cut off value. All alpha values that are under the cut off are pushed to zero. It is not entirely trivial since certain mathematical constraints must be met. The constraint that must be met for this method is the linear equality constraint [1] [2] [3] [4] :
Therefore, the alpha values not meeting the cutoff cannot just be forced to zero unless the value is retained somewhere else in the set. This is done by first sorting the alpha values of the support vectors. Then for each alpha that does not meet the cut off value, the small left over value is added to the largest alpha of the same polarity (further biases towards SVR). Since the list is sorted it can loop through and evenly distribute the left over values through the larger alphas starting with the largest. The reduction process can cut the number of support vectors significantly, while not significantly diminishing the accuracy. Other observations have shown that the easier the dataset to classify, the larger the reduction via this process. 001. This result shows the trend for sequential chunking when using different support vector and polarization set percentage parameters. (During the tuning operation, every variation of multiples of ten up to 100 was used for each of the two sets. For example, when the SV % parameter was 10, the polarization set % parameter would vary from 0 to 100 in multiples of ten.) For most of the data run, especially the more stable part at 100 % SVs, the variation of the small polarization set did not seem to have much effect on the outcome. 001. This shows the trend for multithreaded chunking when using different support vector and polarization set percentage parameters. (Every variation of multiples of ten up to 100 was used for each of the two sets. For example, when the SV % parameter was 10, the polarization set % parameter would vary from 0 to 100 in multiples of ten.) For most of the data run, especially the more stable part around 30 % SV-passing, the variation of the polarization set did not have much effect on the outcome. 
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